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in terms of which formations to use, you have two options. one is to experiment
with the different formations in fifa, while the other is to simply look for your best
formation in the game. the traditional 4-4-2 is a good choice for a long time. it is

also very balanced and can be used in all situations. some of the modern
formations are too risky. set your defense to pressure on heavy touch, and then

set your offensive style to possession. if youre a bit more adventurous, you can try
a 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1, or a 3-4-3. for the cdm, set your build-up play to balanced. if you

like to score a lot of goals and dont mind conceding a few in the process, you
should look for a high-pressing system to win back the ball high up the field and
create numerical advantages in the attacking half. for this, set your defensive

style to pressure on heavy touch (an extreme option would be constant pressure,
but i dont recommend this as it depletes stamina very quickly). increase the depth

to at least 65-70, and keep the width at 45. set build-up play to balanced, and
chance creation to possession. adjust the attacking width to 55. be prepared for
opponent counter-attacks with this setup, though! as the lone pivot, the cdm will
have plenty of passing options, including the two cms in front of him. at least one
of these should be a creative maestro like de bruyne, able to put some dangerous
through balls into the pacey wingers in front. i recommend setting both wingers to

cut inside and try to curl shots into the far post. like the other formations, try to
get a pacey striker to make runs behind the defense. the presence of players all

over the field easily makes this one of the best fifa 22 formations.
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if you want to find players that have potential, you want
to look for players that are playing in certain roles. if you
find a player that is playing as a lone striker, chances are

they wont be able to develop into a world-class player.
the best thing that you can do is look for players that are
playing in roles similar to those in fifa 21. for example, is
a player playing as a central midfielder in fifa 21 playing

as a central midfielder in fifa 22? if so, they have
potential. in general, playing in a certain role in fifa 21 is
a good thing. player roles in fifa 21 are generally good,
but if a players in a certain role in fifa 21 is not quite as
good, chances are you should ignore them. for example,

if a player in fifa 21 plays as a holding midfielder, but
you find them playing as a central midfielder in fifa 22,

chances are that they have little potential. this is
especially true for centers. if a player is playing as a
winger and has a lot of potential, and you find them

playing as a forward or attacking midfielder, chances are
they are a waste.10] are the players playing together?in
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an ideal world, players are playing with people of similar
ability. players have the greatest chance at development

when they play with people of similar ability.11] watch
for free agentsoutside of your own team, you might find
good prospects. the best prospect to ever come out of
another team would most likely be a free agent.12] a

case for varying scoringeach year the new video game
has a new scoring system. one year its weighted, next

year its not, then its weighted and then its not.13] can i
rely on scoutingscouting is a gamble. if youve been

scouting and your team is in a good run, the chances of
getting a new signing to improve things is slim.
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